An edge uv is said to be subdivided if the edge uv is replaced by the path 
Introduction
Rosa [9] introduced the graceful labeling as a tool to attack the Ringel's conjecture that the complete graph with 1 2  m vertices can be decomposed into Graceful or Cordial labeling are not only useful in theoretical studies, but also play an important role in applications. The characterization of graceful and cordial graphs is NP-complete. Due to inherent difficulties of these labeling, researchers have investigated these labeling on various families of graphs. A wheel n W of order n is the graph
. In [5] , Hoede have shown that all wheels are graceful, for 3  n . A gear graph is obtained from the wheel by subdividing the edges of the cycle in the wheel. Ma and Feng [7] have proved that all the gear graphs are graceful. Liu [6] have shown that if two or more vertices are inserted between every pair of vertices of the cycle of the wheel, the resulting graph is graceful.
In this paper, we show that () n SW is graceful for even values of 
Subdivision of wheels are graceful and Cordial
In this section, we show that the graph () n SW is graceful, for even Observe that Observe that
It follows that the edge labels in the sets ,, We arrange the vertices of () n SW as the following sequence. 
Conclusion
It appears that proving the gracefulness of () 
